
Mikah has shared his Sermon (From Home) Notes for January 8, 2017 

“Christian Identity” 

Scripture: Acts 10:34-43 & Matthew 3:13-17 

Prayer 

Grant, O Lord, that in this moment of proclamation the words of my mouth and the meditation of 
our hearts are acceptable in your sight; for you are our strength and our salvation. This we pray 
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.  

- Epiphany Questions 

Today we celebrate Baptism of Lord Sunday, an important part of the season of Epiphany. This 
season gives us the opportunity to think about Jesus identity as it relates to our own identity. 
Who is Jesus? What is his relationship to God? What is his relationship to us? What is his 
relationship to the broader world? These are the deep yet important questions of Epiphany. 

For centuries early Christians debated these questions with great passion and frankly great 
consequences. What resulted was a faith defined by Creeds, Apologetics (fancy church word for 
debates and arguments), the orthodox (insiders), and heretics (outsiders). You could call it a 
defining time period for the church. The good that came of this was a certain unity and clarity of 
belief that provided a consistent clarifying message in a very chaotic and confusing world. The 
Nicene Creed, structures of church ministry, and inspired/well instructed theologians/preachers 
are some examples.  

Yet the not so good, as I see it, was a slow and gradual move away from following Jesus toward 
following the power structures of human ability and achievement. Christianity became the 
religion of the realm instead of the faith of Jesus. The Empire of Man was more important than 
The Kingdom of God. The Gospel was, in many ways, forced through subjugation rather than 
shared through love and transformative invitation. Early monasticism (weirdly yet lovingly odd 
men and women who were followers of Jesus) were certainly exceptions to this gradual empire 
oriented form of Christianity. 

Okay, enough with Church History. But the important part of any history lesson is to evaluate it 
with the present and future in mind. Our world is chaotic. No one need question that assessment 
just turn on the news or walk out your front door. People, particularly Christians, are in search of 
unity, meaning, and clarity.  

The last few decades of Christian authors prove that Purpose Driven, Generous Orthodoxy, 
Beliefs that Matter, The Reason for God, yearning. Religiously oriented imperialism mixed with 
nationalism is steadily on the rise. I’ll let you prove that one. And the church catholic (universal) 
is experiencing the greatest identity crisis of my life time, with various forms of inclusion 
debates, political meddling/partnerships, and declining participation of people in Christian 



communities. And yes I’ve played my own unique role in many of those. And they are 
important, very important.  

In all this I go back to those simple yet profoundly important questions: Who is Jesus? What is 
his relationship to God? What is his relationship to us? What is his relationship to the broader 
world? In short we need a major reassessment of Christian Identity, both personally and 
collectively.  

- The Baptism of Jesus 

The story of Jesus’ baptism is rather odd when we think about it. Jesus cousin, John, was this 
odd outsider that took to remote areas to proclaim something new was on the horizon. John 
wasn’t considered all that important by most important people. I know I wouldn’t have chosen to 
hang out with him or go to his baptism party. And his baptism was all about repenting, turning 
away from sin and toward God. Who wants to participate in that kind of negativity? Well 
apparently Jesus.  

In Jesus exchange with John, Matthew the Gospel writer, wants us to know that Jesus had no 
need of repentance. In fact, through this story, Matthew wants us to know that Jesus is the very 
answer to John’s message. He is the one we need to turn toward in our twirling/questioning 
search for God. He is the one that the Holy Spirit granted celebrity status, parted the heavens, 
and through God amplification announced, “This is my beloved son”. 

In all this heavenly combined with earthly, divinity combined with humanity drama, Jesus 
simply said these words to John, “Let it be so now; for it is proper for us in this way to fulfill all 
righteousness.” John felt unworthy to baptize Jesus. The message of repentance was for John as 
well…just like all preachers start out looking in the mirror. But Jesus was different. Instead of 
towering over humanity with celebrity status dictatorial divinity (the fairly common view of God 
by most world religions of the time) he got into the muddy waters with us. 

Jesus (and by incarnational relationship, God) defined righteousness as a journey with humanity 
instead of over humanity. Yikes…kind of wish God would just fix our problems for us. This kind 
of righteousness (make holy) journey doesn’t separate us from God but in an uncomfortable 
gracious way unites us to God. Our identity isn’t marked by the right beliefs, the right look, the 
right structures, the right arguments, or hanging out with the right people. Our identity is marked, 
signed, and sealed by God through a hand in hand journey together.  

- Our Baptism 

I read a story somewhere (sorry can’t remember or I’d tell you) about a pastor and his 
confirmation class. One young man in the confirmation class was new to the church. That 
happens a lot when confirmation (religious rites of passage) are offered. This young man, we’ll 
call him George, wasn’t very churched. In other words, he nor his family took part in the 
church’s ministries before confirmation time. Yet he did come to most all of his confirmation 
classes and fully participated. Since he was new to all things church, he hadn’t been baptized in 
his infancy. So when Confirmation Sunday came he was both baptized and confirmed.  



Well…after that Sunday…he and his family were absent. Sunday after Sunday went by and no 
George. The pastor finally picked up on this and decided to call. When he spoke to George’s 
mother about missing him and the family she simply said, “Oh I thought we were done. I mean I 
thought after the classes and learning our Christian beliefs we were done with having to be there 
all the time.” 

Hum…that mother expressed more about most Christians than any of us want to admit. Beliefs 
are important but our identity as Christians is more than a set of beliefs we can clearly articulate, 
debate, and pledge allegiance to. Our Christian identity...watered, marked, and sealed in our 
baptism and confirmation…is about a journey with God through following Jesus. 

While there are so many things competing to identify us the only one that matters is declared at 
our baptism…child of God. To be sure we don’t lose that identity with our wandering away but 
we do lose a maturing relationship with God. When that happens we have a tendency to turn God 
into what we want, when we want it, and how we want it rather than a relationship with all its 
twists, turns, and lovingly complicated moments.  

- The Journey with Jesus 

This journey involves a Jesus that points out the real sins in life not just the ones we can easily 
point out in others but have nothing to do with us. And sin, to quote from my colleague Dean 
Bowers, is identity theft. Sin, all those things in life that pull us away from God, has a way of 
trying to steal from us our true identity, our true child of God role in life.  

Jesus points out people we wouldn’t hang out with and says guess what they are God’s children 
too. Jesus reaches out to heal problems in the world that everybody else calls hopeless and 
impossible. Jesus tells us to use our love more than our might to defeat evil. And he doesn’t just 
tell us he shows with a cross and empty tomb. 

None of that is easy but it is the only thing that will save us from all the competing forces that 
want to paint a picture of us that’s simply not true. I’m far from perfect and I do have my 
moments when Jesus and I aren’t walking as close as we should. But I know in my heart, brain, 
and gut this much; if anything is going to say who I am and whose I am it’s going to be Jesus. 
And by anything I mean any and all allegiances I have in life. 

Maybe if we the church of today found more reasons to journey with Jesus and all that entails 
and less reasons to raise our status (which according to God is unnecessary) we might just 
discovery the answers to life’s question by asking better questions.  

Even Jesus said it’s important that he knows us. Do we know him? Amen. 

 


